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Transparent miniature dielectric resonator for electron paramagnetic
resonance experiments
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~Received 11 November 2002; accepted 3 February 2003!

A novel miniature (;23231 mm) dielectric resonator forX-band electron paramagnetic
resonance experiments is presented. The resonator is based on a single crystal of KTaO3, which is
excited to its TE01d resonance mode by means of a simple iris-screw coupling. Several
configurations of resonators are considered and discussed with respect to their filling factor, power
conversion ratio, and optical excitation efficiency. Our findings are presented in terms of both
experimental and theoretical studies. For small samples, the high filling factor of this resonator
results in a signal increase by a factor of 140–800~assuming nonsaturating conditions! as compared
to a rectangularX-band cavity. The high power conversion factor (;40 G/AW), should enable one
to perform pulse experiments employing power amplifiers, with;100-fold less peak power used for
rectangular cavities. With an antireflective layer, the crystal’s transparency enables efficient laser
illumination of the sample in light-induced experiments. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Electron paramagnetic resonance~EPR! spectroscopy
employs microwave~MW! frequencies to reveal many im
portant aspects of paramagnetic materials.1 One of the key
factors, which determine the sensitivity of this method, is
MW resonator in which the paramagnetic sample is plac
In the EPR experiment, the signal intensity is directly p
portional to the quality factor of the resonator,Q, the filling
factor of the sample in the resonator,h, and the square roo
of the MW power,P.1

EPR signal intensity}hQAP. ~1!

Another important property of the resonator is its power c
version factor,Cp , which is defined as the ratio between t
MW magnetic flux density in the resonator,B1 , and the
power entering the resonator, which is given by

Cp5B1 /AP. ~2!

High Cp implies that for a givenB1 , the required power
from the amplifier is relatively low.

Different types of resonators have been described in
literature of which we should mention rectangular and cyl
drical cavities,1 loop-gap ~or split-ring! resonators,2–6 and
dielectric resonators.7–9 Each type has its own advantag
and disadvantages in terms of size, cost, magnetic field
mogeneity, filling factor, quality factor, and power conve
sion factor. Moreover, the resonator of choice strongly

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed; electronic
levanon@chem.ch.huji.ac.il
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pends upon the specific EPR experiment, i.e., continuo
wave ~cw! or pulsed modes and the corresponding tim
resolved EPR~TREPR! experiments.10,11

In this article, we present a new resonator, which can
applied in cw, pulsed, or cw-TREPR experiments. This re
nator increases significantly the EPR signal intensity and
lows performing pulsed experiments with much lower M
power requirements than the current designs. The reson
employs a material possessing high dielectric constant~per-
mittivity, i.e., « r5«82 i«9) accompanied by low dielectric
losses, and transparency in the visible region. We w
present several configurations of this resonator, placed
metallic shield, and analyze in detail its MW properties.

II. CHARACTERISTICS OF DIFFERENT
RESONATORS: OUTLOOK

Most EPR resonators are made of metallic structur
whose dimensions correspond to the required resonance
quency. Unlike the metallic configurations, the dielect
resonator~DR! is a MW device, made of a material of hig
dielectric constant with low dielectric losses.12 Early designs
of dielectric resonators were based upon materials wit
relative dielectric constantu« r u,10 ~e.g., fused silica and
alumina!.7 More advanced designs, utilizing the progress
material science, resulted in the construction of resona
made of ceramics~tin-zirconium tetra-titanate! with a dielec-
tric constant of;38.8 With small DRs, the sample volum
can be decreased, without affecting the filling factor of t
resonator and the sensitivity of the measurement. For
ample, inX band~10 GHz!, the active volume of a rectan
gular metallic cavity is;1–10 cm3;1 for a loop-gap resona
tor it may be as small as 0.1 cm3;6 and for a DR, with« r

il:
3 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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2854 Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 74, No. 5, May 2003 Blank et al.
538, it may be even smaller than 0.008 cm3. The second
advantage is the high quality factor of the DR, which can
as high as 5000~without the sample, critically coupled!, but
can be much lower by overcoupling the resonator, an imp
tant requirement for pulsed experiments.10 An additional ad-
vantage of DRs is their high power conversion factor,Cp

@Eq. ~2!#, which is usually;5 G/AW ~similar to loop-gap
resonators4!, as compared to;1 G/AW for rectangular me-
tallic cavities.6,13,14 In pulsed experiments, in which sho
~;10 ns! intense MW pulses are applied, highCp is impor-
tant and should lead to relatively low power requiremen
Finally, unlike the loop-gap resonators or rectangular ca
ties, the DR is characterized by a better separation of
electric from the magnetic fields, confined to the sample v
ume, thus decreasing the possible dielectric losses.

In contrast to these important and valuable advanta
there are several difficulties when performing cw-TREP
measurements associated with DRs in conjunction with li
induced transient phenomenon. The first difficulty is the re
tively high Q of DRs ~when critically coupled!, which limits
the time resolution of the detection. Thus to obtain a ti
resolution of;10 ns inX band,Q must be lowered to;300
by inserting a substance with high dielectric losses near
resonator, e.g., H2O. This problem does not exist at high
frequencies, e.g., atW band~94 GHz!, where even for very
high Q, time resolution, estimated as;Q/v0 , is in the order
of 10 ns or less. An additional difficulty is related to th
illuminated filling factor,hL ~the filling factor of the volume
that can be photoexcited! as opposed to the filling factor o
the entire sample,h.15,16 In regular pulsed- or cw-EPR ex
periments of stable paramagnetic species, the EPR sign
proportional toh. However, in light induced experiments
only the illuminated part, where the transient paramagn
species are formed, is relevant to the signal detection.
ceramic DRs, with high dielectric constants and low diele
tric losses, are not transparent to visible light, facing diffic
ties in efficient illumination of the sample volume inside t
resonator. Figure 1 presents two possible geometries for
mination of the sample in the ceramic ring. One possibility

FIG. 1. ~a! Illumination of a sample inside a nontransparent dielectric r
from the side, through a hole drilled in the ring.~b! Illumination of the
sample from the bottom.
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photoexcitation through a hole drilled in the ceramics@Fig.
1~a!#. This solution is problematic, since a large hole d
creases significantly theQ of the resonator and distorts it
TE01d mode.17 Thus one is forced to reduce the diameter
the hole and decrease the volume of the sample that ca
illuminated. The difficulty of inefficient illumination also oc
curs with loop-gap resonators, where only a small fraction
the entire sample’s volume in the resonator can be expo
to the photoexcitation.6 Moreover, we have found that illu
mination of the small sample~less than 2 mm in diameter!
from the bottom@Fig. 1~b!# is also inefficient, reducing sig
nificantly the signal intensity. Another approach to ena
efficient light excitation is to employ a double-stacked D9

~cf., Fig. 2 and see below!, where the illuminated sample i
placed between two dielectric rings. However, the magn
field, B1 , between the rings is lower than that inside t
rings, thus reducinghL with respect to the overall filling
factor,h, of the resonator. The problems of light illuminatio
can be circumvented using DRs made of transparent ma
als. As it stands now, sapphire, with a dielectric constan
;10, is used commercially as a resonator, enabling suffic
optical transparency. However, the relatively low dielect
constant of this material corresponds to relatively large
mensions of the resonator, meaning that the active volu
required to be illuminated is relatively large, i.e.,;0.2 cm3.

In this article, we present several new designs employ
a ferroelectric18 resonator made of a single crystal of KTaO3

with a dielectric constant of;230, at room temperature, ex
cited to its TE01d mode atX band ~see discussion below!.
This material, when optically polished, is transparent in
visible region, allowing efficient photoexcitation of th
sample. The use of similar ferroelectric crystals, to incre
the EPR sensitivity, was discussed recently.19,20 All these
studies present a simple structure in which a hollow cylin
of KTaO3 is placed inside a regular rectangular metallic ca
ity and causes a dramatic increase in the EPR signal inten
for small samples. This increase is due to redistribution
the magnetic fields and increase in the filling factor. A simi
configuration, with a ZrSnTiO4 dielectric ring having« r

;38 was also discussed recently.21 The problem with such
designs is that the coupling of the microwaves to the reso
tor occurs indirectly by the TE102 resonance mode of th
rectangular metallic cavity, without really exciting the TE01d

FIG. 2. Schematic layout of the resonator based on the KTaO3 resonator
~two cuts and isometric view, into the resonator body!. In the upper-right
inset, a larger view of the resonator ring~with the sample in it!, in single and
double-stacked configurations, is shown.
icense or copyright; see http://rsi.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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2855Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 74, No. 5, May 2003 Transparent miniature resonator for EPR
ring resonance mode.22 Since the latter resonance mode
not excited, one cannot obtain very high magnetic fields
side the resonator. Therefore the advantages of a KT3

crystal in terms of filling and conversion factors are not fu
exploited. In addition, the configuration where the KTa3

crystal is placed in a TE102 cavity is susceptible to a notice
able temperature dependence of the EPR signal inten
This is probably due to change in the permittivity of th
crystal, which changes the coupling properties of the TE102

mode.19

III. TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION

The basic layout of the present resonator and its coup
operating atX band, is illustrated in Fig. 2. Similar device
can be operated at higher or lower frequencies by an ap
priate scaling of the resonator’s dimensions. The system c
sists of the following components: a: the main body; b:
ferroelectric ring resonator; c: the coupling iris and screw
the optical window; e: the frequency adjustment screw; a
f: the waveguide to a coax adaptor. We focus now on e
component separately.

a: The main body is made of a brass cylinder with a
mm diameter hole drilled along the cylinder. This structu
supports the Teflon screws holding the resonator and the
quency varying screw. It also functions as a Faraday cag
reduce radiation from the resonator. To maintain highQ of
the resonator, the inner side walls of the main body should
gold plated and have minimal surface roughness, the mac
ing procedure should be made with electroerosion.

b: The ring resonator is made of a single crystal of p
tassium tantalite (KTaO3), which is commercially available
~e.g., Commercial Crystal Laboratories Inc., Segeisa In!.
The raw material is supplied as a flat plate and then it can
cut by a diamond disk and drilled with a diamond drill. Th
dimensions of ourX-band resonator are 2.232.231 mm,
with a 1 mmhole diameter. KTaO3 has a dielectric permit-
tivity ( « r), which depends upon temperature and frequen
and the theoretical temperature dependence is plotted in
3.23 As indicated earlier, at room temperature, which is w
above the Curie temperature of this crystal~32.5 K!, this

FIG. 3. « r8 vs temperature for a single crystal of KTaO3 ~see Ref. 23!.
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material is paraelectric, exhibiting a typical change in« r of
;0.37% per degree. The frequency dependence of the
mittivity of this crystal ~not shown! is relatively large in the
lower frequency range~below;1 MHz!, but aroundX band,
the dependence is much smaller.24 The crystal losses are de
fined by its tand (5«9/«851/Q) value and the crystal can b
supplied with various tand, depending on the specifi
method of crystal growing. Thus crystals with low losse
e.g., tand5631024 at room temperature,23 can be used as
resonators, suitable for cw, or low time resolution~cw-
TREPR! measurements. Crystals with high losses can
chosen for high time resolution~cw-TREPR! or pulsed EPR
measurements. We have also found that fast cooling of
crystal to 77 K may generate defects, which cause an
crease of its losses. However, slow heating of the crysta
;950 °C, for several hours under O2 atmosphere, reduces it
losses by an annealing. Annealing should also eliminate
fects, which can be generated in the crystal during the m
chining processes. With respect to optical properties, Fig
indicates that the crystal is almost transparent in the vis
region. However, for efficient photoexcitation, the ring res
nator should be polished in the inner and outer parts. Mo
over, the high index of refraction of this crystal~;2.28 and
Fig. 4!25 require an antireflective~AR! layer to coat at leas
one side of the polished faces. This will reduce the lig
reflection from the crystal/air interface.

c: The part, which consists of the coupling iris an
screw, couples the MW energy from the waveguide to
ring resonator and enables one to match it to the impeda
of the transmission line. The orientation of the coupli
screw is chosen to excite efficiently the TE01d mode of the
ring resonator.

d: The optical window is a hole drilled in the main bod
The diameter of the hole should be;2 mm.

e: The frequency adjustment screw made of Teflon
attached to a thin cylindrical brass plate. It serves a
frequency-adjustment device. The resonance frequenc
the ring increases as the brass plate approaches it. In
present design, the frequency can be tuned in a rang
;675 MHz about the center frequency of the resona
without affecting significantly the coupling properties an
the quality factorQ. A typical experimental plot, describing
the resonance frequency versus distance of the ring from

FIG. 4. Optical density of a polished single crystal of KTaO3 ~1 mm thick-
ness!. The spectrum was measured using an HP8453 spectrophotomet
icense or copyright; see http://rsi.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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2856 Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 74, No. 5, May 2003 Blank et al.
metal plate is shown in Fig. 5. In the case of a doub
stacked dielectric resonator structure, the frequency can
varied by changing the distance between the rings,9 leading
to a larger frequency tuning capability~;500 MHz!. In our
experiments, employing a double-stacked configuration,
distance between the two rings was kept fixed~1 mm!.

f: The current design relies on the excitation of the ri
resonator through a regular rectangular metal wavegu
Our MW source output comes from a coaxial connect
therefore an integral part of this system is the waveguide
coax adaptor, which is positioned just before the coupl
iris of the resonator~cf., Fig. 2!.

IV. THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE RESONATOR

In this section we discuss in detail the important char
teristics of the present resonator. The magnetic and ele
fields inside the resonator were calculated using a nume
procedure~finite element method!.15 Figure 6 presents result
of such a calculation, showing that the magnetic fields at
center of the resonator are very strong, and that they are
separated from the electric fields, confined to the resona
body. These results are typical for the TE01d mode of the ring
resonance.26 A similar calculation was performed for
double-stacked resonator structure@Fig. 6~f!#.9 Inspection of
Figs. 6~e! and 6~f! shows that a separation larger than;1
mm between the rings results in a substantial drop of
magnetic fields between the rings, thus reducing the fill
factor. This is due to the high permittivity of the cryst
employed. It should also be noted that in order to mainta
stable TE01d mode, the single ring resonator height should
less than the ring’s radius~or half the length of the square, i
our case!.26

The operational frequency for a given dielectric structu
cannot be calculated analytically. However, an approxim
expression provides, within;10% accuracy, the estimate
resonance frequency of the resonator:26

f GHz5
34

ammA« r
S a

h
13.45D , ~3!

FIG. 5. Measured resonance frequency vs the distance between the re
tor ring and the metal plate~for a single ring resonator configuration!.
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wherea is the radius of the dielectric ring~in mm! andh is
the height of the ring. For our resonator, with a rectangu
cross section, one may use the half of the smaller side of
rectangle (a51 mm) and obtain a frequency,f ;10 GHz. A
much more accurate calculation employs the numerical
proach of the finite element solution of the fields of the re
nator~cf., Fig. 6!.15,16The numerical approach also accoun
for the distance of the resonator from the metal walls of
main body structure, which tends to increase the resona
frequency, as the structure becomes smaller~Fig. 5!. As men-
tioned above, the permittivity of the crystal exhibits stro
temperature dependence, especially at very low temperat
~Fig. 3!. This dependence should probably prevent the ope
tion of this resonator below;150 K. Nevertheless, at room
temperature, a 1° change would result in an;18 MHz
change in the resonance frequency of the resonator. S
fluctuations can easily be compensated with the autom
frequency control circuit, which is an essential part of a
EPR spectrometer.

In our current design, using crystals from two differe
sources, we have found that both crystals gave similar res
with respect to their loaded quality factor, which was me
sured to beQL;1150.QL was measured at the critical cou
pling without any sample in the resonator, using a homeb
network analyzer. The measurements were carried out
finding the ratio between the resonance frequency and l
width of the resonator’s reflection coefficient, measured
23 dB from the baseline, of the dip.26,27Thus, assuming tha

na-

FIG. 6. Calculated fields for single and double-stacked ring resonators
cited to their TE01d mode. The fields are defined in a cylindrical coordina
system, thez axis is along the sample~see Fig. 2!. The dimensions of the
resonators are 2.232.231 mm, with a central hole of 1 mm diameter and
separation of 1 mm between the rings for a double-stacked configuration~a!
Two-dimensional image of the electric field (Ef) along the centralxy plane
of a single ring resonator;~b! same as~a! but plotted along thex axis of the
ring resonator;~c! two-dimensional image of magnetic field (Hz) along the
centralxy plane of a single ring resonator;~d! the same as~c! but plotted
along thex axis of the ring resonator;~e! same as~c! but plotted along the
z axis of the resonator; and~f! plot of Hz along thez axis of the double-
stacked resonator. Notice that at the center of the resonator, where
excitation takes place, the field is;3 times smaller than for a single ring
resonator.~a!–~d! are valid fields for a double-stacked resonator in terms
qualitative behavior.
icense or copyright; see http://rsi.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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2857Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 74, No. 5, May 2003 Transparent miniature resonator for EPR
the losses in the metal body are negligible, theQ of the
crystal itself was calculated to be;2300. We found that
when the crystal was cooled rapidly to 77 K and heated b
slowly to room temperature, itsQL dropped down to;500.
Such cooling process may be of importance when perfo
ing high time resolution cw-TREPR measurements, wh
require lowQL .

One of the most important properties of the describ
resonators is their high filling factor for very small sample
especially in light induced experiments. The filling factors
the various resonators, based upon the KTaO3 ring, were
calculated by the numerical method described above.15,16

Figure 7 presents different configurations and the calcula
results for the illuminated filling factor,hL ~discussed
above15,16!. As compared to a ‘‘conventional’’ rectangula
cavity ~a!, the illuminated filling factor increases by 280
1600, depending on the exact structure of the resona
SinceQL of the ring resonator is;2 times smaller than tha
of a rectangular cavity~measured to be;2200 in our case!,
the corresponding overall increase in EPR signal sho
therefore be;140–800@cf., Eq. ~1!#.28

FIG. 7. Several possible configurations for filling factor calculation.
cases~a!–~c! a thin Pyrex tube~o.d. 1 mm and i.d. 0.8 mm! is used to
contain the sample~represented by the gray cylinder!. ~a! The sample is
placed inside a TE102 rectangularX-band cavity (10322341 mm). The
filling factor of the illuminated region by a 1 mmlaser spot~marked by the
black cylinder! is calculated to be 1.131024; ~b! the sample is placed inside
the ferroelectric resonator (2.232.231 mm). The filling factor of the illu-
minated region is 0.135;~c! the sample in a double-stacked resonator w
dimensions as in~b! ~ring separation is 1 mm!. The filling factor of the
illuminated region is 0.038;~d! the resonator ring is placed inside the samp
tube, thus enabling efficient illumination of a large volume. Notice th
unlike case~b!, light does not pass through the crystal. The filling factor
the illuminated region is 0.18. If we assume the use of a large laser spo
for the case of a stable radical, measured by cw or pulsed EPR, the fi
factor of this configuration is.0.8.
Downloaded 14 Dec 2012 to 132.68.65.122. Redistribution subject to AIP l
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The power conversion factor of the present resona
was measured by comparing the kinetic curve in a c
TREPR experiment, performed with a standard commer
rectangular cavity~Varian model V-4531!, with that obtained
using a double-stacked resonator. The kinetic curve was
of polarized radical ~deuterated BDPA, alpha, gamma
bisdiphenylene-b-phenylallyl! generated via the photochem
cal reaction between a photoexcited triplet chromophore
a stable radical. For the detailed experimental procedure
theoretical background, the reader is referred to ear
publications.29 For a time-dependent magnetization,M (t),
the corresponding signal kinetics in a cw-TREPR experim
is given by30

M y~ t !}M ~ t !•
v1eat

b
sin~bt!;

where

a52
1

2
~T1

211T2
21!; b5Fv1

22
1

4
~T2

212T1
21!2G1/2

. ~4!

Here we assumed that most of the signal results from po
ized ~non-Boltzmann! spin population. In Eq.~4! v1

5gB1/2p, whereg is the electron gyromagnetic ratio; an
T1 andT2 are the spin-lattice and spin-spin relaxation tim
of the radical, respectively. Therefore by performing t
same experiment at different MW powers, using the sa
sample, with the different resonators, i.e., the rectangu
cavity and the double stacked resonator, the procedure al
one to extract the ratio betweenCp of the corresponding
resonators. Figure 8 presents the results of such an ex
ment. The experiments were performed with a Varian E
spectrometer, and with both resonators, similar sample
ume was illuminated using a small diameter laser beam,2
mm ~Lightwave 210 Nd:YAG laser!. Fitting of the kinetic
curves@Eq. ~4!# was carried out with known parameters,T1

andT2 , leavingv1 as a fitting parameter. Such a fitting~Fig.

,

or,
g

FIG. 8. cw-TREPR signal intensity as a function of time after laser exc
tion. Dotted line: experimental results; solid line: theoretical curve using
~4!. The two upper traces show the weak signal from the sample in a r
angular cavity with relatively high MW power excitation. The lower tra
shows the strong EPR signal in the double-stacked resonator, with relat
low MW power excitation.
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8! corresponds to a power conversion factor ofCp51.4 and
13 G/AW for the rectangular and double-stacked resona
respectively.

At this stage we can estimateCp of a single ring reso-
nator to be;3 times larger than that of a double stacked o
This figure is based on the calculated magnetic fields in
double-stacked resonator@Fig. 6~f!#, as compared to the
fields of a single ring resonator@Fig. 6~e!#. In addition, a
ratio of ;3 in the magnetic field intensity was also found f
single and double-stacked resonators employing ZrSnT4

ceramics with« r538.9 Therefore the conversion factor for
single ring resonator is;40 G/AW versus 1.4 G/AW in the
rectangular cavity. The value obtained for the rectangu
cavity is in reasonable agreement with a prior report ofCp

for rectangular cavities.6,13,14

One of difficulties in using the KTaO3 single crystal is
associated with its background EPR signal. In the c
TREPR experiments, we are mainly concerned with trans
signals, and the background signal is easily eliminated. N
ertheless, in cw or pulsed experiments the background si
problem may arise. At room temperature, the backgro
signal ~mainly due to Fe31 impurities! is broad because o
fast relaxation processes in the crystal.31 At low cryogenic
temperatures, the signal becomes very sharp and
anisotropic.32 Any measurement procedure subjected to t
background signal should include a proper subtraction of
signal before sample insertion. In most resonators, suc
subtraction process is problematic because upon remov
the sample from the resonator, its resonance frequency aQ
changes, thus affecting the EPR signal. In the present r
nator, however, the subtraction is less problematic due to
high permittivity of KTaO3, resulting in goodE-to-H field
separation, i.e., very small change in the resonance frequ
andQ upon sample insertion.

The predicated increase in EPR signal intensity was
ready discussed above with respect to the resonator’s fi
factor. The results given in Fig. 8 show the signal increas
our resonator. When analyzing these results, we see tha
obtained signal is;4.6-fold stronger in the double-stacke
resonator than in the rectangular cavity, for the same illu
nated sample volume. However, the signal in the doub
stacked resonator was obtained with much lower MW pow
~2.5 mW as compared to 200 mW!. Thus, considering Eq
~1!, we obtain that for the same power and sample size,
increase in EPR signal using the double-stacked resonat
;41 as compared with the rectangular cavity. This incre
is still about three times smaller than the predicted resu
based on the filling factor calculation~see above!. We be-
lieve that the relative reduction in the EPR signal intensity
the double-stacked resonator, as compared to theory, is
result of two main factors. The first is due to the laser s
size ~,2 mm!, which extends beyond the 1 mm gap of t
double-stacked rings, and did not penetrate well inside
rings due to the high refractive index of the KTaO3 crystal
~we did not employ an AR layer, see above!. The second
reason is due to the required detuning process performe
our spectrometer~Varian!. In more detail, after the cavity is
critically matched, it is detuned a bit to supply the detect
diode with a power bias~;1 mW! to obtain detection in the
Downloaded 14 Dec 2012 to 132.68.65.122. Redistribution subject to AIP l
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linear region of the diode.33 When this detuning is performe
at relatively high power output, it does not change sign
cantly the resonator’s matching from critical coupling an
therefore, the signal is maximum.1 When the output power is
very low, e.g.,;2.5 mW in our case, the detuning proce
can greatly reduce the EPR signal as the resonator is far f
critical coupling. Unfortunately, due to the high conversi
factor of our resonator and the relatively small linewidth
the radical, we could not increase the power above;2.5 mW
without losing too fast the signal due to strong saturation
should be noted that by employing a different chemical s
tem with a larger radical linewidth, the signal will escap
detection using the small sample in the large rectangular c
ity.

Another possible difficulty is the background laser spik
This signal may reduce the sensitivity of the measurem
even though the EPR signal increases.6 We have found that
the background laser spike did not increase when chan
from a rectangular cavity to a double-stacked resonator. T
is probably due to the fact that in the double stacked reso
tor only the sample region was illuminated without hittin
the metal walls.
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